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By Stuart Young, Programme Officer, IUCN SSC AWCSG
& Ellen Marandola, Field Programmes Intern, Chester Zoo

Welcome to the fourth issue of the Action Indonesia GSMP
newsletter. Since the last issue,
we have been hard at work preparing the text for the second
masterplan and finalising the next
round of breeding recommendations.
In July, we achieved a major milestone for the Action Indonesia GSMPs; the successful
transfer of three bull banteng!
This is a great achievement and
would not have succeeded without the efforts and dedication of
all involved. You can read more
about these transfers in this issue.
Also in this issue, we highlight the press coverage and engagement on social media that

the GSMP species receive. We will
build on this interest to raise
awareness for these species, and
to hold ‘Action Indonesia Day’ in
2019 – you can read more about
these plans in this issue.
In the coming years, we
need to vastly increase our activities, particularly regarding in situ
work. This will not be possible
without increased support! Please
get in touch to find out how you
can help. If you would like more information about the Action Indonesia GSMP partnership, including joining and contributing,
please contact Stuart Young
(s.young@chesterzoo.org).
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Successful implementation of banteng breeding
and transfer recommendations
by Yonathan, GSMP Programme Officer,

PKBSI

by Name Style

One of the goals of the GSMPs

is for the Indonesian zoos to maintain as much genetic diversity
within the GSMP species’ ex-situ
populations as is possible by cooperative breeding. This means the
transfer of animals between institutions in order to allow the best
pairings to maintain the genetic
diversity. To achieve this, studbook analyses were conducted
and, with the backing of Indonesian zoos, breeding and transfer
recommendations were made and
distributed by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry in 2016.
This July saw the first successfully
completed animal transfers as
part of these GSMP recommendations. This was a significant step
for Indonesian zoos as this is the
first time that cooperative breeding transfers have been conducted. We hope that there will be
many more transfers, once the
second set of breeding and transfer recommendations are distributed later this year. These recommendations also resulted in a

number of successful breeding
events are described below.
Three banteng bulls were
moved, involving several institutions of Taman Safari Indonesia
(TSI Bogor, TSI Prigen and Bali Safari & Marine Park), as well as
Baluran National Park:
•

•

•

One bull (Selamet) from Taman Safari Prigen was transferred to Bali Safari & Marine
Park, Gianyar.
One bull (Doni) from Baluran
National Park was transferred
to Taman Safari Bogor.
One bull (Telepa) from Bali Safari & Marine Park was transferred to Baluran National
Park.

After going through these processes and obtaining the necessary licences, the big day for the
zoos involved had arrived. Doni
was the first banteng transferred;
he was sent from the breeding

centre in Baluran National Park to
Taman Safari Bogor on July 19th.
Doni, along with the vet and two
members of staff from Baluran
who accompanied him, visited Taman Safari Prigen en route for a
health check-up. Following this,
Doni arrived safe and healthy in
Bogor on July 21st.

“This is the first animal
transfer involving multistakeholders. It is usually
between zoos, but this
time includes a national
park. It is important to
encourage zoos, as exsitu conservation centres,
to support in-situ conservation” – Ivan Chandra, Banteng GSMP Convenor & International Banteng Studbook Keeper,
Taman Safari Indonesia
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Selamet was the next banteng
to be transferred. He was moved
from Taman Safari Prigen to Bali
Safari & Marine Park on July 28th.
This day-long transfer was the
first to involve two Indonesian islands and included a sea crossing.
The final banteng transfer was
Telepa from Bali Safari & Marine
Park to the breeding centre in
Baluran National Park. Following
another day-long transfer (and
sea crossing), Telepa was officially
received by Bambang Sukendro,
Head of Baluran National Park, on
July 30th.
Before these transfers took
place, the health and condition of
the banteng was monitored by
weighing, and each was given a
microchip for individual identification. Using the skills developed
during the GSMP Banteng Transportation and Husbandry Training
Workshops in July 2017, the banteng were trained to enter their
transport crates.
These transfers are regulated
by the Indonesian Ministry of Environment and Forestry, and the
process involves steps taken by
the sending zoo to ensure their
animals are healthy and ready to
transfer. The receiving zoo also
ensures their housing and facilities
are prepared before the animal arrives. All zoos involved had committed to implement these recommendations to support the

captive management of banteng
in Indonesia.
In addition to these transfers,
some of the banteng pairings
from the first set of breeding recommendations have resulted in
offspring! In 2017, offspring were
born as a direct result of breeding
recommendations in Baluran National Park breeding centre
(Barja), Taman Safari Bogor (Untari) and Bali Safari & Marine Park
(Tiro), including five offspring being born in Taman Safari Prigen
(Dimas, Lili, Tika, Susi and Tessi).
Such breeding is helping to increase the population to reach the
GSMP target of 100 animals in Indonesian zoos, while maintaining
the greatest genetic diversity possible.
The implementation of the
GSMP recommendations by moving animals between three zoological collections and a national

park, and across two Indonesian
islands, is a major milestone for
the Action Indonesia GSMPs.
These moves wouldn’t have
happened without the hard
work of everyone involved, particularly the teams at Baluran
National Park, Taman Safari Prigen, Taman Safari Bogor and
Bali Safari & Marine Park. Indeed, the support and coordination of Ivan Chandra was key to
their success. Hopefully transfers of the other GSMP species
will follow soon, helping us to
reach our goal of developing
healthy ex situ populations in Indonesia and globally. This goal will
be achieved by Indonesian zoos
continuing to work together and
support the transfer of animals. By
zoos cooperating, we can achieve
successful breeding and in the
coming years there will be more
young to be transferred to zoos
that are looking for additional animals.
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Action Indonesia: An
educator’s perspective
by Jamie Jackson, Youth Development

Coordinator, Audubon Nature Institute
Jamie Jackson is the Youth Development Coordinator at Audubon Zoo
in New Orleans. Earlier this year, Jamie
started working with the Education
Working Group. Here, she tells us
about her involvement in the second
Action Indonesia GSMP Workshop in
February, as well as highlighting the
importance of the Education Working
Group in awareness raising for these
species.
As a conservation educator working in the zoo field, I know a little
about a lot of species and environmental issues, but I wouldn’t say that
I am an expert on any single one. At
the 2018 Action Indonesia GSMP
Workshop, I found myself surrounded by some of the world’s leading experts on anoa, babirusa, banteng, and the Sumatran tiger. Being
welcomed by this group as a peer was
both exhilarating and anxiety-inducing.
Have you ever been in a situation
and thought, “How did I get here?”
Sitting in a population management

meeting, I realised how much I still
had to learn. It is astounding how
much research, data collection, behaviour assessment, and time goes
in to trying to save a species. At first,
I questioned what I could do to support this enormous mission; until being nominated for this project, I had
never even heard of an anoa. However, as I listened to other working
groups determine breeding recommendations and analyse nutritional
assessments, I realized that I’m not
supposed to know all these things. My
strengths lie not in mastering all the
minutiae, but in painting the big picture. I can capture the attention of
those who relate to the anoa’s “small,
but mighty” approach to life. I can
spark the imagination of someone
who has never heard of a pig-deer
with teeth growing out of the front of
his skull. I can wow people with the
reality that “yes, a cow can be endangered.” I can enamour others with
the beauty and grace of a fierce predator. Most of all, I can inspire people
to care; even if they will never get a
chance to see those animals in their
lifetime.

awareness day to take place concurrently in North America (AZA), Europe (EAZA), and Indonesia (PKBSI)
utilising a shared hashtag, social media content, activities, and resources.
While slightly different pieces of the
story will be told in each region – Sumatran tigers have a very different
reputation in Europe and North
America than in Indonesia, for example – the goal remains the same: we
share our planet with these creatures
and they need our help. As we move
forward in the planning process, I am
excited about the collaboration,
mentorship, and capacity-building
opportunities among international
partners, and the magnified impact
this campaign will have as more and
more facilities sign on to host the action day.

Inspiration and empowerment
are the weapons of choice in the Education Working Group. We are
charged with telling the Action
Indonesia species’ stories and
spreading awareness about their
plight. We have the unique opportunity to work across all four
species simultaneously, which
allows us to take an integrated
approach and craft unified, cohesive messages for international communities. For 2019,
the Education Working group is
planning an Action Indonesia

At the end of September, I will
head to the annual AZA conference in
Seattle, Washington where I will,
again, be in a conference centre full
of experts in the zoo and conservation field. This time, however, I will be
representing the Education Working
Group and promoting the Action Indonesia awareness day. I will take
courage in being part of this group of
inspiring, dedicated, and enthusiastic
conservation educators. Words are
our weapons and we will wield them
to give voice to our species and our
work.
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Upcoming husbandry
training in Indonesia
by Amy Treanor, Curatorial Assistant,

Chester Zoo

The annual PKBSI meeting
will be taking place in Jakarta this
November, from Sunday 25th to
Wednesday 28th. Members of the
Husbandry Training Working
Group will be attending the meeting to discuss ideas, provide training and offer advice.
The training and discussions will focus on two subject areas; collection planning and enclosure design. These topics have

been selected by PKBSI based on
the needs of the attendees.
Although the full agenda
for the meeting is still being finalised we do know that there will be
a Director’s Day, during which the
collection planning session will
take place. This session will involve open discussion with Husbandry Training Working Group
members and will cover areas
such as developing conservation
objectives for zoos, factors to consider when selecting a taxon/species and planning collections on
global, regional and institutional
levels. This will allow the opportunity to share ideas and case

Upcoming educator training in
Indonesia
by Charlie Daly, Education Team Manager, Chester Zoo

Following a successful training event in 2017
and a survey of Indonesian Educators to find out what
training they feel they need, the Action Indonesia
GSMP Education Working Group is currently working
on the final details of a conservation education focused training event in advance of the PKBSI conference in November. For more details please contact
Charlie Daly (c.daly@chesterzoo.org).

studies. The enclosure design
training will be a more general
session aimed at zoo curators and
keepers. This session will provide
a broad overview of the enclosure
design process, from the initial design to the final build.
For further information on
the PKBSI meeting, including
agenda, location and logistics,
please
contact
PKBSI
(pkbsi@izaa.org).
For further information on
the Husbandry Training Working
Group contact Amy Humphreys
(a.humphreys@chesterzoo.org).

GSMP presentations at the annual
Joint TAG chairs meeting
by James Burton, Chair, IUCN SSC AWCSG

Tony Sumampau and James Burton attended the
Joint Taxon Advisory Group (TAG) meeting in Budapest in May this year, which was a gathering of representatives from all zoo regions. They gave presentations on the GSMPs and were able to raise awareness
of our work among staff working at institutions keeping wild cattle species.
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New research on anoa
and babirusa evolution
by Stuart Young, Programme Officer,

IUCN SSC AWCSG

GSMP members Laurent
Frantz, James Burton, Kristin Leus
and Abdul Haris Mustari have recently published research on the
evolution of Sulawesi’s endemic
ungulates, including two GSMP
taxa; anoa and babirusa. Working
with a team of biologists and geologists they used genetic data,
morphometric data and geological reconstructions to show that
these species colonised and
spread across the island at different times. They also found that
there is clear genetic and morphometric variation between the populations on different parts of the
island, which could have implications for their in situ conservation.
This research was covered by the
UK’s Guardian newspaper, showing that there is media interest in
our GSMP species and research involving them!
This paper is open access, and
can be found here:
Frantz LAF et al. 2018. Synchronous diversification of Sulawesi’s
iconic artiodactyls driven by recent geological events. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 285:
20172566.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rspb.20
17.2566
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Upcoming Events
•
•
•
•

CPSG Annual Meeting 2018 (Bangkok, Thailand) – 19/10/2018 – 21/10/2018. Further info:
http://www.cpsg2018.org/
WAZA Annual Conference 2018 (Bangkok, Thailand) – 21/10/2018 – 25/10/2018. Further info: http://waza2018.org/
SEAZA Annual Conference 2018 (Chiang Mai, Thailand) – 28/10/2018 – 02/11/2018. Further info:
https://seaza2018.org/
PKBSI Annual Meeting 2018 (Jakarta, Indonesia) – 25/11/2018 – 27/11/2018. Further info: http://www.izaa.org/ or
contact pkbsi@izaa.org

Follow us on social media!
by Stuart Young, Programme Officer, IUCN SSC AWCSG

We have been sharing updates about the GSMPs and our species via the AWCSG Facebook and Twitter
pages. So far, posts about anoa, banteng and babirusa have received over 81,000 views. This highlights the value
of social media in raising awareness for these species and the work we’re doing. We encourage you to share your
GSMP-related news, stories and achievements to social media and tag the AWCSG accounts in your posts. We
will be using this to our advantage in August 2019 with ‘#ActionIndonesia Day’ – a coordinated day of awareness
raising. More information about this will be coming soon!

@IUCN_WildCattle

@iucn_wildcattle

IUCN Asian Wild Cattle Specialist Group

Contacts
For more information about the Action Indonesia GSMP partnership, please contact:
•
•
•

James Burton (Chair, IUCN SSC AWCSG)
Stuart Young (Programme Officer, IUCN SSC AWCSG)
Yonathan (GSMP Programme Officer, PKBSI)

jamesaburton@yahoo.co.uk
s.young@chesterzoo.org
yonathan030892@gmail.com
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Supporters of Action Indonesia
We would like to thank all of the organisations, trainers and staff who support Action Indonesia
and make our work possible.
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Please enjoy this issue of the Action Indonesia Newsletter.
We look forward to hearing from you!

